Abstract. Global constraints are useful for modelling and reasoning about real-world combinatorial problems. Unfortunately, developing propagation algorithms to reason about global constraints efficiently and effectively is usually a difficult and complex process. In this paper, we show that reformulation may be helpful in building such propagators. We consider both hard and soft forms of two powerful global constraints, Slide and Regular. These global constraints are useful to represent a wide range of problems like rostering and scheduling where we have a sequence of decision variables and some constraint that holds along the sequence. We show that the different forms of Slide and Regular can all be reformulated as each other. We also show that reformulation is an effective method to incorporate such global constraints within an existing constraint toolkit. Finally, this study provides insight into the close relationship between these two important global constraints.
Introduction
Global constraints are one of the most important features of constraint programming. Global constraints capture common patterns occurring in models of complex, real-life combinatorial problems. For instance, a common pattern in rostering problems is that sequences of night shifts must be followed by several days off, and that no one is allowed to work more than a certain number of consecutive night shifts. Such patterns can be modelled using a Regular constraint [6] . More recently, we have proposed the global Slide to model a wide range of patterns appearing in sequencing and other problems [3] . In this paper, we explore the relationship between these two global constraints in depth. We show that the Slide constraint can be efficiently reformulated as the Regular constraint and vice versa.
In many real-world problems, it is not possible to find a feasible solution that satisfies all the constraints and preferences of the user. Consider the problem of allocating reviewers for papers submitted to a conference. Typically, a paper must be reviewed by a certain number of reviewers and each reviewer must have a certain number of papers. Reviewers also indicate preferences over the papers that they would be happy to review. Finding an allocation that satisfies the assignment constraints as well as all the reviewer preferences may not be possible. We may however give an additional paper to some reviewers and may assign a paper to a reviewer even if she is not enthusiastic about it, as long as she did not indicate a "conflict of interest". Soft versions of global constraints are useful to model and solve such over-constrained problems.
A recent direction is to convert over-constrained problems into constraint optimization problems by treating constraint violations as costs. To reason about such problems, we can design specific cost-based propagators. Several such soft global constraints have been proposed to model and solve over-constrained problems effectively and efficiently (e.g., [7, 9, 10, 12] ). Whilst efficient propagators have been developed for both the Slide and Regular constraint and are available in a number of solvers, there has been less work about soft versions of these constraints. For example, no GAC propagators have yet been developed for soft versions of the Slide constraint. One of our contributions in this paper is to propose the first such propagators. We show that reformulation is an attractive mechanism also to implement soft versions of the Slide and Regular global constraints.
This rest of this paper is structured as follows. After giving the necessary formal background in Section 2, we explain in detail in Section 3 the Slide and Regular constraints. Then we show in Section 4 how Slide can be efficiently reformulated as the Regular constraint and vice versa. In Section 5, we focus on the soft versions of these global constraints and in Section 6 demonstrate that the different types of SoftSlide constraints can be reformulated as hard forms of the Slide or soft form of the Regular constraints. We provide experimental proof in Section 7 that reformulating global constraints could be useful. We report related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.
Formal Background
A constraint satisfaction problem consists of a set of variables, each with a finite domain of values, and a set of constraints specifying allowed combinations of values for some subset of variables. We consider finite domain integer variables, and use capital letters for variables (e.g. X) and lower case for values (e.g. d). We write D(X) for the domain of a variable X. A constraint C defined on variables [X i , . . . , X j ] is indicated as C(X i , . . . , X j ).
Constraint solvers typically explore partial assignments enforcing a local consistency property using either specialised or general purpose algorithms. A constraint C is generalised arc consistent (GAC ) iff when a variable is assigned any of the values in its domain, there exist compatible values in the domains of all the other variables of C. For binary constraints, generalised arc consistency is often called simply arc consistency (AC). A constraint C is bound consistent (BC ) iff when a variable is assigned the maximum (or minimum) value in its domain, there exist compatible values between the maximum and minimum domain value for all the other variables of C. A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is described by a 5-tuple A = Q, Q F , q 0 , δ, Σ where Σ is an alphabet, Q is a set of states, q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state, Q F ⊆ Q is a set of final states, and δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is a transition table. A sequence s 1 , . . . , s n is accepted by the automaton A if there exists a sequence of states t 0 , . . . , t n such that t 0 = q 0 is the initial state, t n ∈ Q F is a final state, and t i−1 , s i , t i ∈ δ is a transition in the transition table. A language L ⊆ Σ * is a (possibly infinite) set of sequences taken from an alphabet Σ. A regular language is the set of sequences accepted by a DFA.
The Hamming distance between two strings s 1 and s 2 of the same length is the number of positions in which they differ. The Hamming distance is denoted by H(s 1 , s 2 ). For example, the Hamming distance between the strings abc and adc is 1 as they differ only on the second position. The Hamming distance between a string s and a language L is min{H(s, t) | t ∈ L}. If L does not contain any string of the same length as s, the distance between s and L is undefined. The edit distance between two strings s 1 and s 2 is the minimum number of character insertions, deletions, and replacements to string s 1 in order to obtain s 2 . The edit distance is denoted by E(s 1 , s 2 ). For example, the edit distance between the strings abc and aadc is 2 as we can replace the character b of the string abc by a and insert a d before c to obtain aadc. The edit distance between a string s and a language L is min{E(s, t) | t ∈ L}. If L is empty, the distance between s and L is undefined.
Slide and Regular constraints
The global Regular constraint was introduced by Pesant to model problems in scheduling and rostering [6] . The constraint is specified in terms of a finite automaton which accepts the string of values spelled out by the sequence of variables. More precisely, Regular(A, [X 1 , . . . , X n ]) holds iff X 1 to X n form a string accepted by the DFA A. Such a global constraint can be used to ensure certain patterns do (or do not) occur over time. For example, in shift rostering, we might have that we cannot work more than three night shifts in a row and once a sequence of night shifts ends, we must have at least two days off. This can easily be specified using a finite automaton. We have a finite automaton A with the states n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , o 1 and any. The transition table is: any, day, any , any, night, n 1 , any, of f, any , n i , night, n i+1 , n i , of f, o 1 , and o 1 , of f, any . For instance, if we are in state any, we go to state n 1 with input night. Pesant gives a propagator for the Regular constraint based on dynamic programming which achieves GAC in O(nd|Q|) time where |Q| is the number of states of the automaton [6] .
More recently, we introduced the global Slide constraint [3] . We begin with its simplest form. If C is a constraint of arity k then Slide(C, [X 1 , . . . , X n ]) holds iff C(X i , . . . , X i+k−1 ) itself holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k + 1. That is, we slide the constraint C down the sequence of variables, X 1 to X n . For example, consider the car sequencing problem (prob001 in CSPLib) where we need to decide the order in which to build cars on an assembly line. We might want to ensure that no more than one out of every two cars has the sun roof option as it takes extra time to fit a sun roof. This can easily be specified with a Slide constraint. We slide a binary constraint down a sequence of decision variables representing the order in which cars will be produced. This binary constraint ensures that one of or both of the variables within its scope does not represent a car with the sun roof option. A variation of the dual encoding can be used to maintain GAC on such a Slide constraint in O(nkd k ) time [3] . A more complex form of the Slide constraint permits us to slide down two or more sequences of variables at the same time. For instance, if C is a constraint of arity 2k then
That is, we slide the constraint C down the two sequences of variables. Consider, for example, the global contiguity constraint [5] . This ensures that within a sequence of 0/1 variables, X 1 to X n , the 1's occur in a continuous block. We can model this by a Slide constraint down two sequences of 0/1 variables, X 1 to X n and Y 1 to Y n . The second sequence of variables, Y 1 to Y n record if we have met the block of 1's yet or not. The constraint being slid,
. Such more complex forms of Slide can be reformulated as the simple form of Slide down a single sequence. We merely need to interleave the different sequences and then slide a suitably modified constraint over these interleaved sequences. (See [3] for details.)
Reformulating Slide and Regular
We first show that Slide and Regular can be reformulated as each other. As well as providing insight into the relationship between the two global constraints, these reformulations will be useful in providing propagators for soft versions of these global constraints.
Regular as Slide
In [8] , we give a simple reformulation of the Regular constraint in terms of a Slide constraint. In addition to the sequence of variables along which the Regular constraint is defined, we introduce a sequence of variables for the state of the automaton. We then slide the transition relation down the two sequences of variables. For instance, consider again the shift rostering problem from the last section. We can reformulate Regular(A,
where X n+1 is a dummy variable, Q i are variables representing the state of the automaton, and C(X i , X i+1 , Q i , Q i+1 ) holds iff we move from state Q i to Q i+1 on seeing X i . Observe that X i+1 is not used in the definition of C. We let it in its scope just to be consistent with the simplified presentation of Slide on multiple sequences that we presented in Section 3.
Enforcing GAC on this reformulation achieves GAC on the original Regular constraint. Hence, reformulation does not hinder propagation. This reformulation is also optimal in the sense that, we can enforce GAC on either the Regular constraint or its reformulation into Slide in O(nd|Q|) time. This complexity is lower than the complexity of Slide in general because of the characteristics of the constraint being slid (see [3] for details). As we show in the experimental section, this reformulation is also a practical means to propagate the Regular constraint. By reformulating Regular as a Slide constraint, we get an efficient and incremental propagator that can outperform Pesant's propagator for Regular based on dynamic programming.
Slide as Regular
The reverse is also possible. That is, we can reformulate any instance of the Slide constraint using a Regular constraint. Again this is optimal in the sense that we can enforce GAC on either the Slide constraint or the reformulation into Regular in O(nkd k ) time. We prove this claim by constructing a DFA A recognizing the language accepted by a Slide constraint.
Let Σ = n i=1 D(X i ) be the alphabet and k be the arity of the constraint C. The states of A are given by the set of sequences
The empty sequence ∈ Q is the initial state. Any sequence of length k − 1 is a final state.
} be the set of sequences accepted by the constraint C. We construct the transition table δ of A as follows. Let w be a sequence of length strictly smaller than k − 1 and c ∈ Σ be a character from the alphabet. Let wc be the concatenation of the sequence w and the character c. We have a transition w, c, wc ∈ δ if there exists a sequence in T starting with wc. Let a, b ∈ Σ be two characters and w ∈ Σ k−2 be a sequence of length k − 2 such that awb is a sequence in T . Then we have the transition aw, b, wb ∈ δ. Notice that a state w can only be visited after parsing the sub-sequence w. Example 1. Consider the alphabet Σ = {a, b} and the constraint C that accepts any sequence of length three but the sequences aaa and bbb. We obtain the DFA depicted in Figure 1 .
The DFA A constructed in this way represents the Slide constraint. Theorem 1. If n is greater than or equal to the arity of C, then the language {X 1 . . . X n | Slide(C, [X 1 , . . . , X n ])} formed by the sequences satisfying the Slide constraint is equal to the set of sequences of length n recognized by the DFA A.
Proof. We first prove that every sequence s of length n accepted by A is also accepted by the Slide constraint. Let w be the first k − 1 characters in s. By construction of A after reading these k − 1 characters, the current state is w and there exists a sequence in T starting with w. Assume that the k − 1 characters following a position i in s are given by aw where a is a character and w is a sequence of length k − 2. Also assume that there exists a sequence in T starting with aw and that after reading aw, A is in state aw. By construction of A when reading the character b at position i, the state of A changes from aw to wb. The transition guarantees that the sequence awb belongs to T and that the constraint C is satisfied at position i. By inductively repeating the argument, we conclude that the constraint C is satisfied at every position and that consequently, the Slide constraint is satisfied.
We now prove that if the sequence s satisfies the Slide constraint, then it is accepted by A. Let awb be the first k characters of s where a and b are two characters and w is a sequence of k − 2 characters. Since the Slide constraint is satisfied, the sequence awb satisfies the constraint C and belongs to the set T . Therefore, there is a series of states q 0 , . . . , q k−1 that parses the sequence aw where state q i is the first i characters of aw. Suppose that the i th character to be parsed is b, that the last k−1 parsed characters are the character a followed by the sequence w, and that A is in state aw. Since the Slide constraint is satisfied, the sequence awb satisfies C. Therefore, there exists a transition aw, b, wb ∈ δ that parses the character b and leads to the state wb. Notice that wb are the last k − 1 parsed characters. By inductively repeating the argument, we conclude that there exists a parsing for any sequence satisfying the slide constraint. Consequently, the sequence s is accepted by A.
As we discussed in the introduction, real world problems are often over-constrained. One mechanism to deal with such over-constrained problems is to introduce a cost function, and find a solution of minimal cost from a feasible solution. We will formalize this process as follows. Let C(X 1 , . . . , X n ) be a hard global constraint like Slide or Regular. Given a distance function d between strings, the soft constraint C sof t (X 1 , . . . , X n , Z) holds iff Z = min{d(a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 
. . , b m )}. Distance might, for instance, be Hamming (in which case n = m) or edit distance. As stated in Section 2, d is not defined if the set of strings satisfying C is empty.
As an example, the constraint SoftSlide H (C, [X 1 , . . . , X n ], D) holds iff D is the Hamming-distance between the sequence [X 1 , . . . , X n ] and the language accepted by the Slide constraint. Similarly, the constraint SoftSlide E (C, [X 1 , . . . , X n ], D) holds iff D is the edit-distance between the sequence [X 1 , . . . , X n ] and the language accepted by the Slide constraint. Similarly, SoftRegular H and SoftRegular E are soft forms of Regular obtained by applying Hamming and edit distance based violations to Regular respectively [10] . For example, SoftRegular E (A, [X 1 , . . . , X n ], D) is satisfied iff D is the edit-distance between the sequence [X 1 , . . . , X n ] and the language accepted by A. In [10] , the propagation algorithm for Regular based on dynamic programming is modified in two different ways to maintain GAC on SoftRegular H and SoftRegular E , respectively.
SoftSlide constraint
We will show that the different types of SoftSlide constraints can be reformulated as hard forms of the Slide or soft form of the Regular constraints. Reformulation thus provides a simple mechanism to propagate the soft forms of these global constraints.
SoftSlide H as Slide
Let us consider a SoftSlide H (C, [X 1 , . . . , X n ], D) where the arity of constraint C is k and where n ≥ k. In order to reformulate this SoftSlide constraint as a Slide constraint, we introduce two sequences of extra variables.
The first sequence contains n+k−1 variables [S 1 , . . . , S n+k−1 ] that we build in such a way that S 1 , . . . , S n can be any string accepted by Slide(C, [S 1 , . . . , S n ]). The domain of each S i contains all the values that appear in at least one tuple belonging to C. The variables S n+1 to S n+k−1 must not be forced to satisfy the constraint being slid. Hence, a dummy value ' * ' is added to the domain of every S i , i > n. Furthermore, C is defined as a relaxation of C that contains a tuple t iff t belongs to C or t contains at least one dummy value ' * '. For instance, if C is a ternary constraint allowing the following set of tuples { a, b, a , b, c, a , a, b, c }, then the domain of each S i , i ≤ n, is {a, b, c}, the domain of each S i , i > n, is {a, b, c, * }, and
The second sequence of variables contains n + 1 variables [D 1 , . . . , D n+1 ] which provide the cumulative count of the number of discrepancies with respect to the previous sequence. Then we introduce the following k + 3-ary constraint:
This constraint ensures that C is satisfied by the sequence [S i , . . . , 
Enforcing GAC on Slide is in O(nkd k ), where n is the length of the sequence and k the arity of the constraint being slid. In the case of the reformulation of SoftSlide H as Slide, the constraint to be slid has arity k + 3. Thus, the time complexity of enforcing GAC on SoftSlide H using this reformulation is in O(nkd k+3 ) where d is the number of values that are used in tuples allowed by the constraint C.
Note that for this encoding to work correctly, the variables [S 1 , . . . , S n+k−1 ] should not be constrained by other constraints, so that GAC on Slide(C, [S 1 , . . . , S n+k−1 ]) guarantees a solution. Since such variables are introduced during the reformulation, they will be invisible to the users of the SoftSlide H constraint, hence such an assumption is reasonable.
SoftSlide E as SoftRegular E
By using the same reformulation we proposed of Slide as Regular, we can reformulate SoftSlide E as SoftRegular E . The set of strings accepted by the hard version of the SoftSlide E constraint must not be empty because the propagator of SoftRegular E described in [10] is defined for automata accepting a non empty language. This propagator achieves GAC on the variables X i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and BC on D in O(n|δ| + n|Q| log(n|Q|)) steps. The DFA A has O(|Σ| i ) states labelled with a sequence of length i for a total of
The outgoing degree of every state is bounded by |Σ|. We therefore have |δ| = O(|Σ| k+1 ) transitions. Filtering the SoftSlide E constraint therefore requires O(n|Σ| k+1 + n|Σ| k log(n|Σ| k )) = O(n|Σ| k+1 + nk|Σ| k log(n|Σ|)) time.
We now show that reformulation is an effective mechanism to provide propagators for Slide and Regular constraints. First, we compare reasoning about a Regular constraint encoded as Slide, with reasoning about it directly using Pesant's GAC propagator [6] . Then, we analyse the reverse reformulation and compare reasoning a Slide constraint reformulated as a Regular, with reasoning about it directly using the GAC propagator given in [3] . Pesant presents two propagators. We implemented the one that keeps track of all supports for each value in the domain of every variable. Whilst the first set of experiments are done using ILOG Solver 6.1 on a 900 MHz Pentium running Linux Debian, the second set is done using ILOG Solver 6.2 on a 2.8GHz Intel Xeon computer running Linux FC2.
Regular as Slide
As in [6] , we generated random automata with |Q| states and an alphabet of size |Σ|. We selected 30% of all possible tuples (c, q i ) ∈ Σ × Q and randomly chose a state q j ∈ Q to form the transition T (c, q i ) = q j . We obtained the set of final states F by randomly selecting 50% of the states in Q. Following Pesant, we used a random variable ordering and random value selection. All experiments are averaged over 30 runs. Table 1 shows the results. We observe that the reformulation of Regular constraints in terms of Slide is as efficient as and most of the times slightly more efficient than propagating directly the Regular constraints. The propagator for Slide uses a sequence of built-in Table constraints . We conjecture that these are highly optimized and contribute to the performance offered by Slide. We also ran experiments on a model for the Mystery Shopper problem due to Helmut Simonis that appears in CSPLib (prob004). This model contains a large number of Among constraints. We represented these Among constraints using Regular constraints, and again either reasoned with these Regular constraints directly using Pesant's propagator or reformulated them using Slide constraints.
Results are given in Table 2 . All instances solved in the experiments use a time limit of 5 minutes. Both methods achieve GAC on the Among constraint, so the search trees are identical and it is only the efficiency of the propagator which differ. Again, reformulation of Regular using Slide is slightly more efficient.
Slide as Regular
We consider a variant of the Nurse Scheduling Problem [4] that consists of generating a schedule for each nurse of shifts duties and days off within a short-term planning period. There are three types of shifts (day, evening, and night). We ensure that (1) each nurse should take a day off or be assigned to an available shift; (2) each shift has a minimum required number of nurses; (3) each nurse work load should be between specific lower and upper bounds; (4) Table 1 . Time in seconds to find a sequence satisfying a randomly generated automaton either using Pesant's propagator for the Regular constraint or reformulating it as a Slide constraint can work at most 5 consecutive days; (5) each nurse must have at least 12 hours of break between two shifts; (6) the shift assigned to a nurse cannot change more than once every three days. We develop two models to solve this problem. In both, we introduce one variable for each nurse and each day, indicating to what type of shift, if any, this nurse is affected on this day. The constraints (1)- (3) are enforced using a set of global cardinality constraints. The constraints (4), (5) and (6) form sequences of respectively 6-ary, binary and ternary constraints. Notice that (4) is monotone, hence we simply post these constraints in both models. The conjunction of constraints (5) and (6) is slid using the tuple encoding of Slide in the first model, and an encoding of Slide using Regular in the second model.
We test the models by using the instances available at http://www.projectmanagement.ugent.be/nsp.php in which nurses have no maximum workload, but a set of preferences is to be optimised. We ignore these preferences and post a constraint for bounding the maximum workload to at most 5 day shifts, 4 evening shifts and 2 night shifts per nurses and per week. Similarly, each nurse must have at least 2 rest days per week. We solve a sample of 99 instances involving a crew of 30 nurses to schedule over 28 days. We use the same static variable ordering for both models. The days are scheduled in chronological order, and within each day, we allocate a shift to every nurse in lex order. Initial experiments show that this simple heuristic is more efficient than dynamic minimum domain heuristic. In Table 3 , we report the mean fails and cpu time required to solve the instances. We observe that the first model is about 15% faster than the second model.
Related Work
Reformulating new global constraints in terms of those that already available within the constraint toolkit has started to gain attention within the constraint programming community. For instance, in [11] , the AmongSeq constraint used in car sequencing on a production line is studied and alternative propagation methods are discussed. One approach reformulates AmongSeq as a Regular constraint. This reformulation is shown to be the most efficient in practice compared to the other proposed propagators.
Given the large number of global constraints that have been identified, another direction of study is "general-purpose" global constraints. Such constraints can be used in conjunction with the primitive constraints to reformulate a wide range of global constraints without the need to extend the constraint toolkits. This is especially useful if a constraint toolkit does not provide a propagator for the global constraint or if the constraint is difficult to propagate. Slide is such a general constraint because it helps encode and propagate many sequencing constraints [3] . Other examples of general constraints are Range and Roots [2] . They are shown to be very useful for reformulating diverse global constraints appearing in counting and occurrence problems.
One of the simplest ways to soften the Slide constraint is to relax the number of times the slid constraint holds on the sequence. This gives the CardPath constraint. CardPath(C, [X 1 , . . . , X n ], N ) holds iff C holds N times on the sequence [X 1 , . . . , X n ] [1] . Interestingly, the CardPath constraint can itself be reformulated as a Slide constraint [3] . We can therefore use the propagator for Slide to propagate the CardPath constraint. In fact, this reformulation is the first and only method proposed so far in the literature for enforcing GAC on CardPath.
Conclusions
To model real-world constraint problems and to solve them efficiently, many global constraints have been proposed in recent years. In this paper, we have focused on two important global constraints, Slide and Regular which are useful for encoding and propagating a wide range of rostering and sequencing problems. Since problems are often over-constrained, we have also studied soft forms of these global constraints. We showed that the different forms of Slide and Regular can all be reformulated as each other. We also showed that reformulation is an effective method to incorporate such global constraints within an existing constraint toolkit. This study has provided insight into the close relationship between these two important global constraints.
The relationships depicted in Figure 2 demonstrate the close links between the hard and soft versions of the Slide and Regular constraints. An arrow from a constraint C i to a constraint C j indicates in the figure that C i can be reformulated as C j . A thick arrow is either due to findings in this paper or due to the fact that a soft form of a constraint can be used to propagate its hard form by not allowing any violation. The dashed arrows can be obtained by transitivity
